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By Jim White

Head of Zeus, United Kingdom, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book
usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this
where possible. Brand New Book. For all the accusations of greed levelled at its well-remunerated
players, and the gripe that it is dominated by an elite of wealthy clubs, the Premier League has
proved a huge success in footballing and commercial terms since its inaugural season of 1992-3. It
has transformed the violent terrace culture of the 1970s and 1980s into sophisticated sporting
theatre, a twenty-first century Circus Maximus in which an international cast of footballing
gladiators strut their skills before vast crowds in gleaming stadia - and a global audience of billions.
Jim White has chosen ten epic clashes to represent the rise and rise of English football s top flight.
He evokes the sweat and effort of the matches in thrilling detail, and uses them as a prism through
which to view every strand of the premiership s development: he profiles players, managers and
owners; charts the ebb and flow of club fortunes in footballing and fiscal terms; and brings to life the
turning-points and moments of drama,...
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just
how the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr. Isom Dibbert Jr.-- Dr. Isom Dibbert Jr.

I just started out looking at this ebook. This can be for those who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- Dr. Freddie Greenholt Jr.-- Dr. Freddie Greenholt Jr.
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